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"This guy, his talent is good, but unfortunately his heart is too bad." Lin Hao couldn't even
help but laugh and shake his head.

"Brother is right!"

Lin Yun shook her head helplessly, why did she feel so slightly redundant

standing here?

"I declare! The two opposing sides in this round are Tang Sect Li Longcheng!
Thousand Sunset, the young master of the Thousand Clans! Both sides are at the peak of

the Ascendant Realm Patriarch! Let the competition begin!"

Yin Nanfeng was also quite unhappy in his heart, but he knew his duty and

after announcing the start of the match, he left the ring.

"Come on, Li Longcheng, I'll let you fight first, let me see how powerful

your so-called invincibility under the Grand Master really is!" Thousand Sunsets held his

sword, and it puffed out, blazing flames burning on its body as it pointed straight at Li

Longcheng!

Thousand Sunset's face was filled with arrogance!



This scene caused many people to frown: Thousand Sunset had taken the

enemy lightly.

"Heh." Li Longcheng laughed mockingly, but did not move at all, and even

from the beginning to the end, Li Longcheng never looked at Qian Sunset directly.

This Li Longcheng's such contempt was already a great insult and contempt

to Thousand Sunset, especially this disdainful mockery, which stung Thousand Sunset's
nerves even more.

"You bastard! I want you to die!"

Thousand Sunset's face was fierce, and he roared as he gripped his sword,
"Yao Yang! Heavenly Meteor!"

Thousand Sunsets pointed his sword at the sky and slashed down at Li
Longcheng!

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh!

A huge cloud of heavenly fire appeared out of thin air above the sky, like a
meteorite, falling down towards Li Longcheng one after another.



Li Longcheng remained unconcerned, still not giving a single glance at the

thousand sunsets!

As the heavenly meteorites fell, Li Longcheng slightly raised his hand: the
Six Mans Ice Formation!

Buzz!

Only to see a crystal-clear formation like a six-pronged snowflake floating

directly above Li Longcheng's head, not very big, only a metre or so in size, blossoming

with a crystal light.

It seemed to be an ice crystal-like formation, as thin as a cicada's wing, as
if it would break at the touch.

Boom!

However, after the first heavenly meteorite fell and collided with the Six

Mans Ice Formation, the heavenly meteorite exploded, forming a terrifying shockwave

that collapsed, with countless flames falling apart everywhere and splashing everywhere.

The six-armed ice formation, which appears to be as thin as a cicada, is
unscathed, and such damage can't hurt it at all. The first heavenly meteorite fell.



After the first heavenly meteorite fell, soon, the second, the third, countless
heavenly meteorites fell one after another!

As for Li Long, he was bored and stretched out in the middle of the

formation, kicking his legs again.

Ugh, it's really boring.

After a burst of big attacks, Thousand Sunsets huffed and puffed, a big
move right out of the gate, the opponent should be able to take it, right?

After all, this move alone was almost half of the total amount of energy

used.

As the smoke and dust rolled away, a smile appeared on Thousand Sunset's
face, it should have been a success ......

Only in the next moment, Qian Sunset's smile froze violently, almost not

truthfully on the spot, and even all the spectators around froze.

"Impossible!"



"This, how is this possible?"

"With such a terrifying attack, even with a terrifying defense, one would be

afraid of being injured, right? It's impossible for an early stage Grand Master to resist so

easily, right?"

"Yes, an attack from a thousand sunsets is already comparable to an attack

from an early Grand Master powerhouse!"

"Hiss, this guy is really quite strong." Even Lin Hao couldn't help but suck

in a cold breath backwards.

Because this Li Longcheng had won too easily, when the first Heavenly

Meteor fell, they were seeing Li Longcheng easily resist it, only for a dozen more to come

later, how could he possibly carry off such continuous attacks?

Yet the other side resisted and was boringly eating fries with ketchup in the
centre of the attack!

Li Longcheng was immaculate, the ring around him was intact, while the
rest of the ring was smashed beyond recognition by the heavenly meteor.
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"This can't be! It's not true, I don't believe it!" This result was simply unbelievable to

Thousand Sunsets, it couldn't be!

He couldn't believe it, and even more so, he couldn't accept this result!

Li Longcheng ate his fries by himself, slowly and methodically, still not
looking at Thousand Sunset squarely.

Mad, Thousand Sunset was furious!

"Bastard! How can you be so rampant in front of me, I want to? Lu Yi Di

Zha Shan closed Yi Wu? You die! Even if I have to die, I will drag you to be buried with

me!" Thousand Sunset's energy exploded, and a violent roar and shockwave spread out!

Immediately afterwards, Qian Sunset's face quickly turned pale, but his
aura was rising!

It rapidly began to climb from the peak of the Innate Realm Patriarch, and
in the blink of an eye, it had hardened to the early stage of Grand Master!

"Crap, isn't this cheating?" Yue Wu Dao was speechless, "Didn't they say

that you can't reach Grand Master? Reaching the Grand Master level would be cheating."



Yin Nanfeng shook his head, "Sunset used a secret technique to increase his
strength, it doesn't count as his true level, besides, although the effects of these secret

techniques are terrifying, the after-effects are equally terrifying and he will pay a huge

price for it."

"Sunset, are you crazy? Come down! We admit defeat." Thousand Xingchen

stood up with a frightened face, even going so far as to directly announce that he was

voluntarily admitting defeat: "Sunset, get your ass down and stop right now!"

"No! Impossible! Father, I must prove it to you! I will show them with my

actions! Me! Thousand Sunset is the number one person under the Grand Master!"
Thousand Sunset's eyes were red, already in a frenzied state, the terrifying Grand

Master's Power Qi had almost overwhelmed his body!

Bared!

Li Longcheng gobbled up the most bit of ketchup and looked at Thousand
Sunset with mockery, "A bit interesting, but just a bit of interesting trash."

"Go to hell! Yao Yang! Blazing Flame Chop!"

With a mouthful of blood spurting out, Thousand Sunsets ended his roar

and slashed down with his sword, which burned with raging flames, as fast as lightning
and as powerful as a thunderbolt!



A red-coloured sword Qi of several metres fell down with a force

comparable to the full power of an early Grand Master's strike!

Clang!

Li Longcheng's right hand was raised to the depths with a flick of his index

finger, and the Six Mans Ice Formation reappeared.

The flaming sword qi collided with the formation, erupting with the sound

of a golden sword!

The sword qi dissipated, and the Six Mans Ice Formation was defeated for

the first time!

This was a full force strike from Thousand Sunsets, but it only smashed the

formation that the opponent had so easily formed!

Li Longcheng did have his pride, he was the number one under the Grand

Master!

This situation caused many of the Chinese Grand Masters to narrow their
eyes slightly, making them determined that, win or lose, this Li Longcheng must not leave

China alive, otherwise, there would be endless problems in the future, and when he grows
up, he will be even more of a headache to them than Lin Hao!



Poof!

Seeing this scene, Thousand Sunsets spurted out a mouthful of blood again,
his anger attacked his heart, his body had already suffered heavy injuries, and at this

moment, his meridians were even broken.

"Calling you rubbish and still not admitting it." Li Longcheng looked at

Thousand Sunsets with disdain, "I've killed several early Grand Master powerhouses, but
you're just a peak Grand Master, how dare you arrogate in front of me, you ungrateful

trash."

Poof!

Thousand sunset was disliked by Li Longcheng's words, he spat blood and

fainted, shame, shame!

Before Li Longcheng could kill him painfully, Qian Xingchen directly

dashed into the ring, "We admit defeat!"

After saying that, Qian Xing Chen directly copied Qian Sunset and left, not
even caring about the identity of the judges, in Qian Xing Chen's view, the old man's
baby son is going to hang, the fart judges, not to be used!



"Who will fight with me? Is the Tianhai Martial Arts League all trash?" Li
Longcheng stood with his arms folded, looking proudly at the crowd, looking askance at

all the martial artists under the stage!

Many martial artists covered their faces and bowed their heads. Many

martial artists were even more grief-stricken, gnashing their teeth and clenching their

fists, wanting to rush up and fight Li Longcheng, but reason stopped them.
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The Thousand Sunsets had just exploded with such terror, but they had been crushed and

ultimately defeated miserably, and they were not even qualified to go up and serve food.

Yue Wu Dao and Gravedigger looked at each other, their faces also looked

extremely ugly, what should we do?

"In this round, Li Longcheng of the Overseas Tang Clan wins! Who else will

challenge?" Yin Nanfeng walked onto the ring with an ugly look on his face.

Everywhere Yin Nanfeng looked, everyone lowered their heads or avoided

looking at each other!

Yin Nanfeng was furious: "What's wrong? Are all the martial artists of our

Heavenly Sea Martial Daoist League wastes? He alone has scared the guts out of all the

martial practitioners of the Tian Hai Alliance, hasn't he?"



"Yue Wu Dao, Digging Grave, the two of you are also at the peak of Zong

Shi, you consider yourselves to be wastes as well, don't you?" Yin Nanfeng even pointed

the spear at these two, as for Lin Hao, Yin Nanfeng specifically eyed Lin Hao to wait and

see what happened and not to be impulsive.

The Yue Hai Clan and the Mountain Moving Sect's Patriarch both almost

cursed, "Shit, Yin Nanfeng, you did that on purpose, didn't you?

Yue Wu Dao and Gravedigger were even cursing in their hearts, this Yin
Nanfeng wanted them to die early, right?

What the hell do you mean?

Yue Wu Dao gritted his teeth and coldly snorted, "Naturally we can't admit

that we're losers, but General Nan Feng, it seems that your military representative, is also
a peak Xiantian realm master, why doesn't he go first?"

"That's right, should we go up first to consume the end and then let him sit

back and reap the benefits?" Gravedigger was also quick to help, wanting them to go up

and be expendable, they wouldn't do it.

Li Longcheng looked at the two of them with some disdain, "You guys

really think highly of yourselves, how can you consume my power with you? Don't waste
my time, I don't want to waste my words with a bunch of nonsense."



Li Longcheng looked rather impatient, he had only come here to get

through this channel as quickly as possible, and then to beat the face of the Tianhai

Alliance of China, and to prepare for the Tang Sect's return to China again.

Once the Tang Clan returned to China, it would certainly turn the entire

martial arts world of China upside down!

"How arrogant! Since you want to die, I'll make it happen!" Yue Wu Dao

and Gravedigger were delighted, "Oh, I may not be your opponent in a single fight, but if
you fight two to one, then what's the point of being afraid!

Yue Wu Dao rushed up to the sky, "Deep Sea Dao Yin! Cthulhu Dragon Out

of the Sea!"

Roar!

Yue Wu Dao let out a roar, and a huge azure-coloured pale dragon crossed

the water from the lake and rose up to meet the wind!

The dragon's body was as thick as a water tank and more than 20 meters

long, its scales shone with a dazzling blue light, and it stood proudly in the void of the

ring with its majestic wind and vividness!



"Move the mountain and look at the mountain, don't come near unless the

eight characters are hard! Come out Corpse Emperor!" Tomb-digger's tragically white and
sickly face flushed with a flush of red as he recited the incantation, and in an instant, the
entire ring was enveloped in a gloomy and sinister aura.

Boom? Paw Faw Shan Dye Ai Yi Xi?!

There was a loud bang, followed by an inhuman roar from inside!

Lin Hao had fought with the patriarchs of the Mountain Moving Sect and
knew their methods, the one summoned must be a corpse king type of existence, but this
was a corpse king summoned from a grave digging, no, the corpse emperor the other

party was talking about, I'm afraid the combat power was at least a terrifying existence at

the early stage of the Grand Patriarch.

For this kind of terrifying guy who didn't know pain and had no fear to

fight, that was the existence that caused the most headaches.

"It's a bit interesting, that's decent." A faint smile appeared on Li

Longcheng's face as he became interested.

Roar!



A corpse emperor clad in golden armour and emitting the roar of a beast

rushed out from the Yin Qi and punched and kicked at Li Longcheng without saying a
word.

The two attacked very swiftly, with streaks of residual shadows, so fast that
many less powerful martial artists were able to see only two streaks of shadow flickering,
unable to see each other's movements at all, and a toothsome clashing sound coming

from their ears.

The corpse emperor's Yin Qi kept trying to erode into Li Longcheng's body,
but it could not get in, making Tomb Dug very anxious, after all, the corpse emperor was

summoned by Tomb Dug, and Tomb Dug was able to connect with the corpse emperor's
senses.
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Cough, cough, cough!

After summoning the Corpse Queen, Gravedigger became even weaker, it
was as if he was a sickly man who could die at any moment, at this moment, it really
looked as if he was afraid that he was going to hiccup in the next second, but looking like
he was going to die soon, he slowly came up with a breath to hang on.

But anyone can see that he is already injured, and summoning the corpse

emperor is also very costly to him.



When Tomb-digging saw that Yue Wu Dao was hesitant to make a move,
he directly cursed: "I throw you Yue Wu Dao grandma, do it quickly! My Corpse Emperor

can't hurt him at all!"

Yue Wu Dao nodded, knowing that now was not the time to argue about

who put in more effort or play small.

"Cang Long Pendant!"

Under Yue Wu Dao's control, the tens of metres of azure-coloured pale

dragon erupted with a dragon roar and then descended from the sky, seeking out Li

Longcheng's location with unparalleled precision and swiftly pounding away!

A terrifying explosion also sounded, and the entire ring, without a doubt,
could no longer carry the load and completely collapsed in pieces!

"It's done?" Yue Wu Dao and Gravedigger both looked at each other, this
was all they could explode out, the strongest fighting force ah.

The Yue Hai Clan's Deep Sea Dao Yin had a strong invasion ability, and the

invasion would carry dark energy within it, corroding as well as destroying the martial

artist's internal meridians.



As for the Mountain Moving Sect's attack method, it is a Yin and Evil Qi

that taints the opponent's energy. Both of these sects' attack methods are incomparably

Yin and Evil, making people defensive and extremely headache-ridden.

The two clans' attacks are incomparably evil, defensive and extremely

painful. Even if you are stronger than them, you will still be caught in the gutter if you are
not careful. The two clans are extremely evil and extremely painful. Capsize!

Boom!

"A bit of tact, though." Li Longcheng's voice rang out faintly, then the black

Qi around him receded with a bang!

The Yin Qi dissipated and the Cang Dragon collapsed, turning into water

droplets that fell to the ground in droves.

Yue Wu Dao spat out blood and fell backwards, his face pale as he
staggered to remain standing, but he was still shaky. Yue Wu Dao stared angrily at the

scene that was happening in front of him, how could he not believe it, why, why was it

like this?

Gravedigger was already unable to carry on, and when he saw that the

Corpse Emperor had turned into an ice sculpture, he directly fell on his butt and sat on the
ground, unable to support himself any longer.



Two against one, and just, just like that, they lost!

He didn't even see clearly what tactics his opponent was using!

The only thing he knew was that this guy was an ice martial artist, which
was also quite rare, but he had only seen him use the Six-Manifold Formation!

With a flick of Li Longcheng's finger, the Corpse Emperor, which was

enough to rival the attacking power of an early Grand Master, collapsed with a bang,
turning into ice dregs that spilled onto the ground.

The collapse of the Corpse Emperor triggered a backlash from the
summoner, who fainted and plummeted in strength from the peak of the Innate Realm to

the early Innate Realm!

Tomb-digging was completely ruined!

Yue Wu Dao was terrified, although he was severely injured, he did not

regress in realm, so scared that Yue Wu Dao hurriedly shouted, "I admit defeat, I admit

defeat ...... don't kill me ......"

"Rebel son!" Angry at the Yue Hai Clan's patriarch, he threw a slap at Yue

Wu Dao's face and slapped him away, shame on him!



The young patriarch of the Yue Hai Clan was such a coward!

The martial artists were even more indignant at Yue Wu Dao, and at the

same time, Yue Wu Dao's plea for mercy seemed to crush the pride of all the martial

artists present!

"I guess it's time to declare me the final winner, right?" Li Longcheng
seemed unsurprised by this result, his face as normal.

Everyone's faces were clouded, they knew there was still a contestant who

hadn't gone on, but so what? No matter how strong he was, he was only a peak Patriarch
of the Innate Realm.

Who could defeat two peak clan masters when they had been defeated by
each other? A Grand Master?

Grand masters are not allowed to compete! Besides, the other side had said

that they had killed quite a few early Grand Masters.

Yin Nanfeng's face changed, he was considering, weighing the pros and

cons. He was already debating whether or not he should let Lin Hao take the field and

participate in the match!

"Oh, right." Li Longcheng seemed to have suddenly remembered something

and suddenly spoke, "There's no rush to announce the result first."
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"Lin Hao, come up and suffer death!" Li Longcheng suddenly shouted angrily, then looked

around, since he had come and incidentally helped the Hu and Chen Clans to put Lin Hao

to death, he thought that Lin Hao would be here, right?

When Hu Haiquan and Chen Xun heard Li Longcheng say this, they both

opened their hearts and minds, "Li Ally Master is awesome!"

"Alliance Master Li is awesome!" Hu Haiquan and Chen Xun were already

shouting in excitement, and as for those martial artists around them who looked at them

as if they wanted to eat them alive, they didn't care at all.

As long as Li Longcheng was here, there was no need to panic!

However, Li Longcheng called out to Lin Hao to come on stage for half a

day, but there was no movement, causing Li Longcheng to frown: "Where's Lin Hao? Did

he become a shrinking violet?"

Yin Nanfeng was still torn.



Just then, Lin Hao violently stomped on the ground and shot up into the

sky, then floated down onto the ring that had completely shattered into crumbs, standing
blandly on the ring, "As I recall, I'm the last contestant, right?"

"What kind of a thing are you? I'm looking for Lin Hao, so if you don't
want to die, get lost!" Li Longcheng didn't even put Lin Hao in his eyes, and with Lin Hao

wearing a mask, no one could recognise him.

With a flip of his hand, four six-pronged ice crystals the size of three fingers
sped towards Lin Hao, emitting a sonic boom and leaving a blinding white light wherever

they passed.

"Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel, Second Form, Sword Intent Spreading,
Open!" Lin Hao stood still, but his powerful qi ran rapidly. ,

Buzz!

An extremely strong sword intent exploded out from Lin Hao's body, and
the pure white energy formed a sword intent sprawl field that surrounded Lin Hao.

Click, click, click! The four six-pronged ice crystals touched Lin Hao.

The four six-pronged ice crystals touched the sword domain and collapsed

like snowflakes.



"Hm?" Li Longcheng didn't expect that his opponent had blocked his attack?
In Li Longcheng's perception, this young man on the other side gave him a feeling that he

was even weaker than those three losers just now!

"It seems that you are really looking for death!" Li Longcheng drew his bow

in the void, a bow and arrow formed by ice crystals, Li Longcheng pulled the full moon

and drew the bow ready to fire!

Swoosh!

The sharp bow and arrow came out! It struck Lin Hao straight in the face!
Boom!

The sword defence collapsed with a bang!

Two of the four ice arrows were also destroyed, but the remaining two

were still heading straight for Lin Hao's face with unrelenting momentum.

Lin Hao's face changed slightly, this guy's attacks were really terrifying,
after all, his body and strength were strengthened by the Xuan Yuan power in the Xuan

Yuan sword.



This was the will of the Yellow Emperor, to think that he had broken

through the sword's verticality by just scrapping two arrows!

Lin Hao was about to run his energy again and use the Seven Killings
Divine Sword Duel to block the remaining two ice arrows, but at this moment, the
Regulus Sword hanging around his neck suddenly buzzed and a golden light blossomed
out to envelop Lin Hao in it.

The next moment, the small sword, which was the size of a toothpick and

hung around his neck as an ornament, suddenly regained its original size, and before it

was sheathed, it directly blocked the two ice arrows with its scabbard.

When the ice arrows met the Xuan Yuan sword sheath, they were like ice

cubes meeting a red-hot iron, instantly turning into mist and dissipating!

The whole audience was in an uproar!

"This can't be right? This ice arrow looks even more terrifying than that Six

Mans Ice Formation, and the Six Mans Ice Formation is a defensive means, this ice arrow
is such a sharp attacking means, and it was stopped by him so lightly?"

"That sword is not simple! Could it be another spirit weapon? "



"Are you crazy? A spirit weapon? A spirit weapon? Do you think that spirit

weapons are all bad goods on the street? There are very few Grand Clerics who have

spirit weapons!"

The people around were talking, all stunned, not expecting this man to be

able to create such an effect as soon as he appeared, and many were even vaguely

expecting it, couldn't they? Did he have the chance to make a name for them?

Only the people from the three clans were as gloomy as water, a slap in the

face!

This man was someone that Yin Nanfeng had found? I don't know what

kind of clan he was from, but no matter what, it was a real blow to their faces.
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"Wow, brother is fantastic, brother is so good!" Lei Ling applauded excitedly, "Brother Lin
is too good too."

Lin Yun on the other hand, her face changed dramatically, this sword, she
recognised it!

A fart of a spirit weapon, this was a fucking divine weapon!

A legendary weapon!



Weren't they all legendary divine weapons that only the great and

powerful, or even the gods, were able to master?

This kid, he's not simple.

Lin Yun became more and more interested in this Lin Hao, who clearly had
no Daoist heritage whatsoever, yet he was involved with the military, and now he had

obtained the Xuan Yuan Sword.

To be able to openly wave around with the Xuan Yuan Sword, even more

so within the borders of China, if he hadn't gotten permission from the Dragon Lord, this
kid would have died more times than he knew.

"Ling'er, tell mother, what is this kid's name?" Lin Yun was really starting

to get more and more curious.

"His name is Lin ...... his name is Lin Xuan Yuan." Lei Ling reacted and

hurriedly changed her mouth, this was a secret between the two of them.

"Tell the truth!" Lin Yun frowned, her tone instantly serious, the authority
of a superior person booming out, if it was any other time, Lei Ling, no matter how

leathery she was, would have obediently informed due to her powerful aura.



But, this time, Lin Yun was wrong after all, Lei Ling really panicked and

almost opened her mouth, but Lei Ling gritted her teeth and said, "Mother, brother Lin is

called Lin Xuan Yuan, I'm not lying to you."

Lin Yun was stunned and very surprised, but did not pursue the matter

further, she was looking forward to the news that Ah Hu had secretly tracked down."

In fact, Lin Yun learned from Ah Hu that this man had been deprived of his

Dao Yin, Lin Yun was almost the first to determine Lin Hao's identity, after all, Jun Wu

Regret's strength had not yet returned to the peak of Zong Shi.

But what exactly did the other party want? Or rather, what did the Dragon

Master want to do again!

"Hm? You kid has some tricks up your sleeve, what's your name?" Li
Longcheng finally started to pay attention to Lin Hao, turning his head and looking

squarely at him, this was the first time since his arrival that Li Longcheng had started to

look squarely at his opponent.

The three of them, who had just recovered a bit and wanted to see the

result, spurted out a mouthful of blood and almost fainted again.

They had never confirmed the three young masters of the sect from the
beginning to the end, but this nobody was being looked at squarely.



But Lin Hao didn't look at Li Longcheng, just as Li Longcheng, who didn't
put Thousand Sunsets, Yue Wu Dao and Grave Digger in his eyes, Lin Hao also didn't put
the other party in his eyes.

"Lin Xuan Yuan."

"Good Lin Xuan Yuan, you are qualified to be my opponent! This precious
sword of yours is no ordinary spirit weapon, I can feel it! Your dao essence is surprisingly
pure white, and a golden light shines within the pure white, what kind of dao essence is

this of yours?" Li Longcheng put aside his thoughts of killing Lin Hao for the time being,
and was instead intrigued by this opponent in front of him.

Lin Hao raised his eyebrows: oh? Is there a misunderstanding?

A pure white with golden light Dao Yin, then no one would think that he

was a martial powerhouse without Dao Yin, then his identity would naturally not be

involved with Lin Hao, which was what Lin Hao wished to see.

Lin Hao hesitated for half a second before he faintly uttered four words,
"None of your business!"

"Haha! Good for you, Brother Xuanyuan! Haha, good job shutting you up!"

"All I can say is, well done!"



"Go for it Brother Xuanyuan!" :.

"Go for Brother Xuanyuan, finish him off, beat him down, beat him until he

goes home and cries out for his mother!"

Lin Hao's words caused the whole room to boil over, everyone was so
excited, was this the aura of a big brother? Haha, how powerful!

Really with his person? The cover zero intention to brush the erdi west?
The way to treat others, Li Longcheng also enjoy the feeling of being ignored.

The corner of Yin Nanfeng's mouth twitched on the high stage, this kid is

going to make this virtual character Lin Xuan Yuan into a wildly arrogant character?

Qin Long was staring at the Xuan Yuan sword hovering in front of Lin Hao's
eyes with great suspicion, and then fell into a pondering mood, not knowing why, he
always felt that there was something familiar about this sword, especially the pattern on

the hilt, but he just couldn't remember.
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"Lin Xuan Yuan! You are seeking death! Do you know what kind of existence you've
offended now! I, an invincible existence below the early stage of Grand Master!" Li
Longcheng was so ignored by Lin Hao that it completely enraged him!



No one had ever dared to ignore him like that and speak to him like that!
Not even a mid-Grand Master would dare to do so!

How dare he!

"Plucking high from the heap of trash, you're proud of yourself?" Only then
did Lin Hao look at Li Longcheng.

The whole room was in an uproar, the words that Li Longcheng had just

taunted and insulted Thousand Sunsets with were almost unreserved, and Lin Hao had

given them all back to Li Longcheng in their original form!

But only the three clansmen had gloomy faces, especially the three of them,
who had just woken up, and when they heard these words, they spat out a mouthful of

blood and passed out again.

Li Longcheng called them trash, and now that Li Longcheng was called

trash, wouldn't the three of them be worse than trash ......

The three of them are not as good as the other three.



Lin Hao looked at Li Longcheng like this and shook his head helplessly,
"You don't need to threaten me with self-harm, even if you do, I won't change my opinion

of you."

"Thirty Six Mans Ice Formation!" Li Longcheng was so angry that he

instantly exploded, he wanted to kill someone, he had only wanted to kill Lin Hao alone

when he came, after all, the Tang Sect still had to return to China, killing someone would

easily cause unnecessary trouble.

But now, he simply didn't care anymore, this man had to die!

As Li Longcheng bellowed, a huge formation of six ice formations appeared

beneath Lin Hao's feet, then a white light surrounded Lin Hao and slowly became

transparent!

Li Longcheng even rose up from the sky and flung his hands incessantly,
with each fling, five crystal clear ice arrows shot towards Lin Hao, instantly causing a

sonic boom!

Lin Hao didn't just sit there and wait for death, while dodging his

opponent's ice arrow attacks, he began to use his Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel moves

one after another!

One by one, the sword qi was able to collide with the opponent's ice arrows
and die together!



Swoosh!

Five streaks of sword qi surrounded Lin Hao's circumference? Lu Jie Ai

whisked the service to cover the dyeing ground? The body!

Explosion!

A violent roar rang out as the five sword qi burst at the same time, the
terrifying sword intent and sword qi mixed into a terrifying tearing force, but it shook Lin
Hao back, the thing simply could not be attacked!

Ice arrows attacked thick and fast, and Lin Hao's sword qi dazzled and

amazed everyone present, but there was always a downside, Lin Hao had no way to break
the bonds of his opponent's Thirty-Six Mans Ice Formation with his own powerful qi!

"Thirty-six Mans Ice Formation, Seal the Binding!" Li Longcheng shouted

angrily once again, controlling the massive formation as it rapidly shrank!

The six six-manifold formations then contracted and overlapped, leaving
only a single six-manifold ice formation in size, and the range Lin Hao was able to move

in was drastically reduced, leaving him with almost no way to resist and stop the ice

arrows at all!

"Rain of arrows! Kill and destroy!" Li Longcheng roared in ecstasy, his
hands slamming down fiercely in Lin Hao's direction.



The sky was densely packed with ice arrows, falling like rain and like

locusts crossing the border, eventually converging on a single point! Countless ice arrows
converged to one point and then ruthlessly rushed towards Lin Hao!

However, at this moment, Lin Hao made a move that turned everyone's
imagination upside down!

As Lin Hao was about to attack, a voice suddenly appeared in his mind!

So in the face of the ice arrow attack that converged like a dragon, Lin Hao

actually didn't dodge or evade, instead he opened his arms to meet the ice arrow!

Seeing this scene, Qin Long directly rose up to the sky, his body's qi all
burst out, and a green dragon formed by the dao essence surrounded himself.

If he could, he would be the first to save the man.

The corners of Yin Nanfeng's mouth twitched, his face ugly as hell: what
the hell is this guy doing? Has he gone mad?

Chapter 1758



This thought wasn't just Yin Nanfeng's, how many people thought the same as him, even
Lin Yun's eyebrows frowned slightly, "This son is a bit painfully trusting."

"Heehee, I'm sure Brother Lin wouldn't do this for no reason, I think
Brother Lin must have complete certainty because Brother Lin isn't a fool." Of everyone,
only Lei Ling thought that Lin Hao would definitely win and would be fine!

This caused Lin Yun to glance helplessly at his daughter.

As for the few sect heads, they all sneered disdainfully, "Oh, how arrogant,
how unknowing and fearless!"

"Die, die, just die, die quickly!" As long as Lin Hao died at the hands of Li

Longcheng, then they would feel better in their hearts, as for whether Li Longcheng
would become the leader of the Tianhai Martial Daoist League, it was none of their
business, jealousy and hatred blinded their eyes, as for the reputation of the Tianhai

Martial Daoist League, they had left it behind long ago!

Finally!

The ice arrows converged like dragons and touched Lin Hao's body,
countless ice arrows impacted.



There was a constant roar and the sound of ice arrows shattering, countless
ice arrows covered Lin Hao and the ice dregs even evaporated and shattered, enveloping
Lin Hao in them all.

So many people couldn't see clearly what was happening inside! Only the

strongest of the Grand Master realm were able to take a peek.

"It's over, dead!"

"Yeah, this guy is too trusting, did he give up because he was trapped by

the Six Mans Ice Formation and had no way to get rid of it?"

Those with insufficient strength thought that Lin Hao had fallen on the spot,
there was no second possibility!

The only ones who were filled with disbelief were those Grand Master
powerhouses: this, how could this be possible, he, he had resisted this peak strike that

was comparable to an early Grand Master with his physical body!

The most unbelievable of them all was Li Long Costal, whose ice arrows
were connected to his own mind, so naturally he could clearly sense that the attack of

these countless ice arrows had been obstructed, and it was an impenetrable obstruction!

That seemingly weak body was like a mountain that could not be crossed!



Gritting his teeth, Li Longcheng's hands converged and all the ice arrows

attacked Lin Hao at the same time!

Lin Hao's voice slowly emanated from the centre of the attack: "Mount Hua

is like an order, indestructible! Mount Heng is like flying, overlooking all things. Mount

Tai is like sitting, the five mountains alone! Mt. Heng Shan is like walking, the wind is at

the top! Mt. Song is like a reclining mountain, the home of all things! The Five Mountains

come together to shake heaven and earth! Shake the heavens and the earth!"

Dang!

At that moment, the five pale mountains converged in one place!

It wasn't one uncrossable mountain, but five!

At the moment Lin Hao's voice fell! All the ice arrows collapsed and turned

into countless ice dregs that clattered down, turning into liquid as they landed, and the

moment they touched the ground, they became countless water vapour that dazzled

around them, like entering a fairyland all of a sudden!

Lu Fu Di Zero Wu Serving Yi Fu? Phew!



Lin Hao exhaled a breath of turbid air, drawing the Qi of the Five

Mountains into one place was really exhausting, if not for the assistance of the Xuan Yuan
sword spirit, I'm afraid that Lin Hao's summoning alone would have drained his body of

Qi!

As Lin Hao exhaled a mouthful of turbid air, the smoke around him

dissipated.

In the middle of the ring, Lin Hao was unscathed and unharmed.

Li Longcheng, on the other hand, had already spat blood and retreated. The
Qi of the Five Mountains, even the slightest convergence, had shaken Li Longcheng's
internal meridians and caused his organs to tremble!

"This guy, he has actually gained the approval of the Qi of the Five

Mountains." Qin Long seriously shone, no, such a genius must be recruited into the

Dragon Sect!

From Qin Long's point of view, Lin Xuan Yuan was only in his twenties, but
he was already a peak master of the Innate Realm, had this spirit weapon, had the

recognition of the Five Mountains Qi, and had the ability to challenge beyond his level.

Of course, if Qin Long knew that Lin Xuan Yuan was Lin Hao, he would
probably vomit blood.



"You, how dare you invoke the Qi of Heaven and Earth for your own use! It
seems that I really underestimated you, now I admit that you are better than me and are

qualified to not put me in your eyes." Li Longcheng wiped the blood from the corner of his

mouth and stared at Lin Hao with a grave gaze.
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"And then what? Have you decided to admit defeat?" Lin Hao held his sword in his right

hand, pointing it straight at Li Longcheng, while the Xuan Yuan sword was still

unsheathed!

"Lin Xuan Yuan is it, I advise you that you had better come out with your

sword now, otherwise, I will make you not even have the chance to do so." The aura on Li
Longcheng's body began to climb, and at the same time, the lake of Cang Shan Lake

began to roll violently, as if it felt like some terrifying behemoth was about to burst out!

In almost the blink of an eye, Li Longcheng had reached the level of an

early Grand Master.

Lin Hao frowned, this one and all, how come they all had secret techniques

to temporarily boost their strength?

Having conditions was capricious.

However, Lin Hao still had no intention of sheathing the Xuan Yuan Sword,
the Xuan Yuan Sword must not be sheathed easily!



Clatter!

Li Longcheng also ignored whether Lin Hao had his sword out or not, he
moved first instead, raising his hands together above his head, then quickly freezing into

ice crystals!

The waters of Cang Shan Lake quickly surged over!

Li Longcheng turned his body into a sword!

A several-metre-long ice sword with an aura no worse than that of any

spirit weapon towered above the ring!

"Extreme Cold Exterminating Slash!" Li Longcheng's angry shout came from

the sword, the ice sword rose to the sky, the sword crossed and then the huge sword

slashed down with a forceful chopping motion, a hundred meters of sword qi was formed,
the air burst and a vacuum was created wherever the sword qi hit!

"No! This guy is crazy!" Qin Long's face turned pale as he let his energy out,
the green dragon roared into the sky, followed by several other sect masters who also rose

into the sky, quickly covering the entire area of Cang Shan Town with their energy!



If this sword fell, they didn't know whether Lin Hao would die or not, but
the whole Cang Shan Town would probably be destroyed by this sword!

Lin Hao raised his head and took a step, just a step, but the Qi of the Five
Mountains gathered in his body once again.

It looked like Lin Hao was standing there alone, but countless people could
see that it was a lofty Mount Tai sitting across the ring!

"Zhen!"

Was the force splitting Huashan?

Then Lin Hao would be pressing down on the top of Mount Tai!

The power of Mount Tai, the Five Great Mountains descended from the

heavens, and subdued it with a blast!

A sound as clear and crisp as glass shattering rang out, the several meter

giant sword shattered, the sword Qi dissipated, and Li Longcheng spat out blood as he fell
from the air, smashing hard into the ring, hardening a huge crater.

"This can't be ......"



Lin Hao didn't hold back any longer, his sword qi became!

Five sword qi surrounded Lin Hao, Lin Hao's hand cupped his sword

fingers and fiercely pointed, the five sword qi went straight for Li Longcheng!

Sword intent exploded!

Another boom shook the earth, and at the centre of the explosion came Li

Longcheng's miserable scream!

When the smoke and dust cleared, Li Longcheng was no longer a man in

the large pit, so to speak, dead beyond repair.

"A patriarch is like a dragon, not to be insulted lightly. And China is even

more not to be insulted lightly!" Lin Hao turned and left, not looking back to see how

miserable Li Longcheng was... A strong man, never looks back to see how miserable his

enemy has fallen!

"Lin Xuan Yuan is invincible!"

"Allied Lord! Allied Lord!"



"So handsome! It didn't matter at all, the unbeatable Li Longcheng is dead!"

No one bothered to pity the arrogant Li Longcheng for how miserable he
died, the martial artists onlookers were excited? The martial artists on the sidelines were

excited. They had to cheer for Lin Hao from the bottom of their hearts!

A hero, always inspires admiration and admiration!

Besides, if they were a little better than them, they would be jealous, but if
they were too much better than them, all that was left was admiration!

The faces of the three clans were not good, but this result was an
indisputable fact. The three clan masters secretly resolved that they must investigate who

this Lin Xuan Yuan was!

As for their son, he had already been attacked by anger at the moment of

the result and was already unconscious when his old wounds flared up.

Yin Nanfeng also jumped into the ring and shouted excitedly, "I declare!
Lin Xuan Yuan versus Li Long Cheng, Lin Xuan Yuan wins! At the same time I announce!
Lin Xuan Yuan will become the Alliance Master of the Tian Hai Martial Daoist Alliance!"

That day, at the Tianhai League Martial Arts Competition, Lin Xuan Yuan

finally crushed the overseas Tang Clan's Li Long Cheng and became famous in China!



Chapter 1760

Li Longcheng's name is known to all martial artists in China, and he can be said to be

invincible under the Grand Master! If you want to defeat him, you must be a Grand

Master to do so. The only way to defeat him is to be a Grand Master. The ability to do so!

The Thousand Sunsets Daoist Inheritor was defeated by Li Longcheng, and
Yue Wu Dao and Gravedigger, both of whom were at the peak of the Sovereign Masters,
teamed up against Li Longcheng and were still easily defeated by him!

But Lin Xuanyuan was able to crush and kill Li Longcheng with his own
strength!

Lin Xuan Yuan has another name in China!

The number one under the Grand Masters!

Lin Hao's body was also a little weak, this fight did not look as easy as

people thought, mainly because of the help of the sword spirit, plus the power of
Xuanyuan had enhanced his body strength and power by more than a star and a half.

The fact that his body strength was able to resist his opponent's arrows that
converged like dragons showed this, if he hadn't been strengthened, he wouldn't have
been able to carry even his peak Grand Master's body strength at all if he had been hit like

this by his opponent. "Brother Lin, I knew you'd win, it's so great." Lei Ling ran over and



instantly jumped into Lin Hao's arms, while Lin Hao picked up Lei Ling and hugged him

in his own arms.

A big smile also appeared on Lin Hao's face, "Is that so? So Ling'er is so
confident in me."

"Hehehe, that's a must." The little girl was cute as can be, and when she

smiled, the two sweet dimples, together with those charming little tiger teeth, made

people cheerful and happy.

"By the way, where's that aunt?" Lin Hao noticed that Lin Yun had already

left at some point, just as Lin Hao was defeating Li Longcheng.

"I don't know ah ah." Lei Ling shook her head cutely.

Lin Hao didn't bother to pursue the matter and walked towards Yin

Nanfeng with Lei Ling in his arms.

When Yin Nanfeng saw Lin Hao walking over, he laughed loudly and

hammered Lin Hao's chest, "You kid, you're really something, no, you should call Lin the

alliance master from now on ah."

"Hehe, what allied master, it was obviously a few of us who consumed Li

Longcheng, only to let this guy take advantage of the opportunity to pick up the pieces,



what's the big deal." Thousand Sunsets, who had woken up leisurely, could not accept this
fact and immediately opened his mouth to mock.

Yue Wu Dao and Gravedigger naturally helped out in a sinister manner,
anyway, that meant that since they were so powerful, why didn't they stand out first,
only to wait until they were all nullified by the other side.

"Shut up, what is the decency of saying such things on such an occasion?"
Qian Xing Chen angrily scolded his son, then looked at Qin Long with a smile, "Zhen
Guardian Qin Long, although my son's words are hard to hear, but Lin Xuan Yuan

winning like this is indeed a bit suspicious of speculation, I'm afraid that if we let Lin

Xuan Yuan become the leader of the Tian Hai Alliance, it will be difficult to convince

people."

Qin Long's brow furrowed: You old man, you are scolding your son, but in
reality you want to make things difficult for me.

But the situation was indeed like this, and Qin Long was also quite

embarrassed.

However, before Qin Long could say anything, Lin Hao was the first to

speak up, "I don't care about being an alliance master, I don't want to be an alliance

master either, coming to the Martial Arts Alliance competition is just a request from

General Nanfeng."

Lin Hao said so breezily and easily, causing those who were fighting tooth

and nail to grab the position of alliance master to blush in their old faces and curse even



more in their hearts, this guy was acting in such a manner, wasn't he roundly scolding

them for fighting to the death for something he didn't see?

"I won't be this alliance leader, but I think that General Nanfeng would be

quite suitable." After saying that Lin Hao looked at the three of them at Thousand Sunsets,
"You think I have the opportunity to take advantage of the situation, when you three

recover in the future, you can challenge me to prove you at any time, I am always

waiting."

"General Nan Feng, Zhen Guardian Qin Long, if there's nothing else, I'll
leave first." Lin Hao nodded slightly at the two as a greeting, after all, he was holding Lei
Ling, he didn't have time to bow to them.

Yin Nanfeng was crying and laughing, he was going to preside over the

affairs of the Tiannan Military Region, and then he was asked to be the head of the

Tianhai Alliance, what a joke, he didn't have enough to do, did he?
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